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E-Mail:  
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Tourismusverband  
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Tel: +43 (0) 5354 / 56304-53 
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Over 80 km of Lines & Trails – 9 Lifts – 7 Mountains 
 

Austria's largest bike region! 
 
The name says it all and Austria’s largest bike region keeps its promise. More than 80 kilometers of 
lines & trails, 9 lifts on 7 mountains, 3 large practice areas for kids and beginners, Alpine gravel biking 
routes for every taste and an almost limitless network of mountain bike trails for all abilities. In 
short: Saalbach Hinterglemm Leogang Fieberbrunn is a true playground for riders of all walks of life 
and of all abilities. 
 

Images and further material can be found at 
media.saalbach.com 

mailto:l.wimmer@saalbach.com
mailto:selina.hoerl@saalfelden-leogang.at
mailto:marion.pichler@pillerseetal.at
http://media.saalbach.com/
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Austria’s largest bike region connects the sprawling mountain bike area of Saalbach Hinterglemm with 
the Epic Bikepark Leogang and the Bike Area Streuböden in Fieberbrunn, which was newly created in 
2021. The result: an incomparable variety of trails with more than 80 kilometers of lines & trails that 
cater to any skill level and a unique network of mountain and gravel bike routes that stretches across 
two of Austria’s states. 
 
From beginner to pro 
Work your way up! Getting into a new sport can be daunting but Saalbach Hinterglemm Leogang 
Fieberbrunn make it as easy as it can be with dedicated practice and beginner areas in all three towns. 
The Learn to Ride Park at the foot of Saalbach’s Kohlmaisbahn, for example, offers four “Mini Lines”, 
a magic carpet and an uphill trail specifically designed to make it easy for beginners to practice their 
skills or get into the sport. Leogang, on the other hand, offers a 10,000 m² practice area, the Riders 
Playground. Easy beginner trails, a World Championship pumptrack and the GoPro Bagjump provide 
the ideal environment to hone your skills. Lastly, the three easy lines of the Easy Park Obingleitn in 
Fieberbrunn offer an easy path to get into a routine thanks to their numerous berms, easy North Shore 
elements and rock gardens. 
 
Once the fundamentals are on lock, progression is made easy thanks to numerous beginner-friendly 
lines with many playful elements that will even keep more advanced riders entertained. 
 
Step by step, Riders will find it easy to work their up (or should we say down?) to more and more 
advanced trails until they eventually make it to the Downhill World Championship track, “Speedster”, 
or the rough and technical X-Line. However, anyone considering hitting these ‘pro’ trails should really 
make sure that they are able to comfortably ride all other trails, lines and features in the region before 
embarking on this this of skill and courage. 
 
Mountain biking without limits 
The choice of the next tour depends solely on your own level of fitness as the cross-border mountain 
bike trail network is almost limitless. In Saalbach Hinterglemm Leogang Fieberbrunn, you will find a 
wide range of tours that can be individually tailored to your needs. Everyone is free to decide whether 
the next tour will be a leisurely round through beautiful Alpine pastures, a panoramic tour with the 
use of the lifts or a challenging marathon. Whatever you choose, you can recharge your batteries and 
indulge in some refreshments in one of the numerous huts found throughout the mountains and val-
leys of the region.  

 
 

Gravel biking in the Alps 
Gravel biking is much more than just a discipline, it’s a lifestyle. Whether it’s extended tours, fast off-
road laps on gravel roads and forest paths or leisurely exploration adventures, gravel biking always 
promises a truly memorable experience. The region, so far largely known as a mountain bike destina-
tion, turns out to be an insider's tip for this trendsetting sport. But what distinguishes gravel bikers 
from road bikers? While you are confined to asphalt roads with a road bike, the somewhat less restric-
tive geometry and the larger tread and profile of the tires of a gravel bike promise freedom, fun, ad-
venture, and the experience of nature away from busy roads. Saalbach Hinterglemm Leogang Fieber-
brunn is a true Alpine gravel road paradise with a near infinite number of different touring options.  

 
Endless scope 
Austria's largest biking region offers thrilling biking experiences regardless of which bike you’re on. 
With the E-MTB boom, these experiences have reached new heights. Literally. The charging stations 
throughout the mountains are ready to recharge your bike, the rental shops have stocked up their E-
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MTB inventory and all mountain bike routes and trails are, of course, also accessible to E-Bikers without 
limitations. Furthermore, specially designated E-Bike routes offer easy recommendations for tours that 
are particularly suited for E-mountain bikers. Stop, recharge, and continue cycling is the motto when 
you comfortably charge your bike at a mountain hut while taking a short break. 
 
The offer is rounded off by rider-oriented services such as bike shops, bike rental, bike schools, local 
guides, and practice areas for beginners. And, of course, riders and mountain bikers are welcome 
guests in all accommodations, restaurants, and huts. 
 

bike.saalbach.com 
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News 2022 
 
There is always plenty to do in between seasons and 2022 is no different as Saalbach Hinterglemm 
Leogang Fieberbrunn has once again been hard at work to create new trails and further improve the 
infrastructure. Here’s the latest news from Austria’s largest bike region: 
 
New Line on the Schattberg – The fAIRy Line 
The Schattberg area has a new line. From summer 2022 on, riders looking for an alternative to the 
rough and technical X-Line can look forward to the new fAIRy line. As much flow as the Panorama-Line 
but with more airtime and a view straight out of a fairy tale. 
 
New bike tours in Fieberbrunn: Hochörndler Hut and Hoametzl Round-Tour 
Next to its Bikepark-style trails, Fieberbrunn is also a true insider’s tip for fans of leisurely tours. Start-
ing in summer 2022, Fieberbrunn is adding two additional leisure tours to its vast network of trails and 
paths. The tour “Hochhörndler Hütte 2020” starts at the hotel ‘Eiserne Hand’ in Fieberbrunn, passes 
the ‘Schreiender Brunnen’, a small waterfall, before leading over the ‘Hörndliger Graben’ and to the 
Hochhörndler Hütte. This medium-difficulty, 6.3-kilomter-long tour follows beautiful forest roads and 
includes 740 vertical meters of elevation gain. Once at the top, riders are not only greeted by gorgeous 
views but by a traditional lunch at the mountain hut that is the namesake of the tour. 
 
The second new leisure tour leads to the Hoametzl mountain hut. The tour starts in Hochfilzen be-
tween the two regions of Fieberbrunn and Leogang with a stretch on an asphalt road before it leads 
onto gravely forest roads and up to the Hoametzl hut.  After a short break at the hut, riders need to 
push just a bit further uphill to reach the highest point of the tour before gravity takes over on the 
downhill. The tour is 8.5 kilometers long, rated as medium difficulty and includes 280 vertical meters 
of climbing. 
 
Keep the Epic Bikepark clean 
Epic times on the bike go hand-in-hand with treating nature respectfully. That is why the motto at 
Bikepark Leogang is "Keep the Epic Bikepark clean". For this reason, tear-off systems are banned. To 
make up for this, riders can get a replacement film for their roll-off system as well as a 10% voucher 
for goggles with a roll-off system by 100% at Sport Mitterer when they buy a ticket in rainy weather. 
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Lines & Trail Highlights 
 
From the legendary Hacklberg Trail in Saalbach Hinterglemm to the Speedster, the official 2020 
Downhill World Championship track, in the Epic Bikepark in Leogang, there is something to suit every 
taste in here! Over 80 km of lines & trails on 7 mountains, easily accessible by 9 lifts in Saalbach Hin-
terglemm Leogang Fieberbrunn: This is Austria's biggest bike region! 

 
Saalbach Hinterglemm 

Panorama-Line 
Another flowline? Yes, please! The Panorama Trail has quickly become a favorite amongst mountain 
bikers. The 3 km-long "downhill pump track" winds its way down from the Panorama Alm to the middle 
station of the Kohlmaisbahn and promises pure flowline enjoyment with its high berms, tables, step-
ups, and step-downs. 
 
X-Line 
The X-Line is the "boss" of the bike trails in Saalbach Hinterglemm. Anyone who dares to ride this line 
should have complete confidence in themselves and their bike as this 6 km-long, technical, and steep 
trail is littered with root carpets and rock gardens. True downhill riders will find precisely the rough 
and tricky conditions they are looking for on this trail. 
 
Pro-Line 
The Pro-Line is the great-grandfather of bike trails in Saalbach Hinterglemm. The first downhill trail in 
the region might have been around for a while but it is far from outdated thanks to regular facelifts, 
such as the recent addition of many new jumps and an improved track layout with multiple choices 
and Evil Eye features. 
 
Hacklberg-Trail 
Legen- wait for it! With its natural character and unique panorama, the Hacklberg Trail is THE must-
ride trail in Saalbach Hinterglemm and leads to the Buchegg Trail which leads directly to the base of 
the Westgipfelbahn. From 2020 onwards, this results in an almost endless downhill run with over 1,000 
meters of descending. 
 
Bergstadl-Trail  
Looking for technical, rough single trails? You will find what you're looking for on the Bergstadl Trail! 
The hearts of technical bikers beat faster here. Hairpin bends, roots and chunky rock gardens are all 
on the menu on this challenging trail. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Epic Bikepark Leogang 
 
Hot Shots fired by GoPro 
Airtime, airtime, airtime, and more airtime. These are the ingredients for the riding experience on the 
Hot Shots fired by GoPro! You wanted something massive ... Now we have it! A massive pro-jumpline 
that belongs on every rider's bucket list! 
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Speedster 
Mountain bike history has already been made on this UCI World Championship and World Cup track. 
With its steep and technical sections, large jumps as well as high-speed and off-camber passages, it is 
the most technically demanding line in the Epic Bikepark Leogang. A real challenge! Do you dare? 
 
Steinberg Line by FOX 
Built in 2019 and a tremendous success! Shaped with beginners and flow lovers in mind, this trail is 
ridden and loved by all! Starting at the Steinbergbahn mountain station, the Steinberg Line by FOX 
meanders through the forest to the valley station with an average gradient of approx. 9%. Always in 
view: the beautiful panorama of the Leoganger Steinberge. 
 
Flying Gangster 
The classic! Built in 2001, but still young and snappy. Well-equipped with wall rides, jumps, tables with 
optional take-offs and drops that provide fun times and plenty of airtime. 
 
Bongo Bongo 
This trail branches off halfway down the Flying Gangster and is an insider's tip. It snakes almost entirely 
through the forest into the valley via narrow turns, steps, roots, rock gardens and North Shore ele-
ments. Good line choice and technique are required! 
 
Valis Hölle 
“That was a hell of a ride.” Originally built for the 2020 Downhill World Championships, this rough, 
steep and gnarly trail has been open to the public since 2021. Named after local hero and 2021 Overall 
World Cup Winner Valentina Höll, this trail features very, very steep gradients, lots of off-camber sec-
tions and an almost ridiculous amount of roots. Beware – Valis Hölle is even a challenge for the world’s 
best, especially in the wet.  
 
Antonius Trail 
New in the Epic Bikepark Leogang family since 2019 and already a must. This unspoiled, narrow single 
trail is technically demanding, and the scenery is stunning. 
 
 
 
 
 
Knappentrail 
Despite sharing it’s start and end with the well-known Schwarzleo Trail, the new Knappentrail follows 
its own path down the mountain. Similar to its fellow trails like the Schwarzleo-Trail, Forsthoftrail and 
Matzalmtrail, the Knappentrail is a natural singletrail with a few playful North Shore elements thrown 
into the mix. Once at the bottom, riders can either head over to the Bikepark at the Asitz lift or climb 
back up to ride one of the other three natural trails in the area. 
 
Matzalm Trail 
The Matzalm Trail leads playfully through the forest over roots, rocks, and sometimes down narrow 
hairpin bends. Ferns, moss, pristine giant trees, and lush Alpine meadows - experience pure nature! 
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Bike Area Fieberbrunn 
 
Schweinestberg-Trail 
The new Schweinestberg trail (4 km/easy) offers plenty of enjoyment, fun and flow. Starting at the 
middle station, it leads over a wooded mountain ridge back to the Streuböden valley station. After a 
short roll-in section, the trail branches off into the forest. North Shores, undulating passages, plenty 
of turns and wide lines will put a big grin on the faces of all newcomers and casual riders! 
 
Easy Park Obingleiten 
The Hänsn Line and the Obing Line at the Streuböden valley station are ideal for all those who have 
never been to a bike park before or would like to hone their technique. Bike control and balance can 
be perfected on 20 to 25 hairpin bends peppered with wooden elements before the converted T-Bar 
lift takes you back to the top comfortably. The new pump track is the biggest hit for the smallest riders 
and a great opportunity for everyone else to warm up or work out. 
 

bike.saalbach.com
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Mountain bike tours featuring all degrees of difficulty 
 
Leisurely tours and easy valley bike trails as well as challenging marathon routes and full-day tours 
covering several peaks can be found in this cross-provincial bike region. The mountain bike trail net-
work with hundreds of well-signposted tours is almost endless and with 9 state-of-the-art lifts includ-
ing bike transport, Austria's largest bike region offers the perfect base camp for mountain bikers of all 
endurance levels.  
 
Touring tips:  
 
Saalbach Hinterglemm - easy 
The Talschluss loop is the perfect bike tour for beginners or for a leisurely ride and includes an optional 
culinary stop at an idyllic Alpine hut. Starting from Hinterglemm, riders reach the end of the valley via 
the Glemmtal cycle path heading upstream. From here, you leisurely gain a few meters in altitude - a 
total of 480 - until you reach the highest point at the Ossmannalm. If you are biking with children, you 
can make a detour here on foot to the educational Wildlife Trail. After that, a narrow hiking trail leads 
back downhill to the starting point. The trail is also suitable for children's bicycle trailers via the Lind-
lingalm to the Saalalm. 
 
Distance: 18.4 km 
Duration: approx. 1:45 h 
Ascent/Descent: 480 m 
 
Saalfelden Leogang – intermediate 
LE 06 - Panorama Tour  
The scenery on this tour is impressive. The rugged limestone mountains of the Leoganger Steinberge 
and the Steinernes Meer to the north, the striking Hochkönig mountain range to the east, the majestic 
peaks of the Hohe Tauern to the south and the unique mountain range of the Wilder Kaiser mountains 
to the west. First, you take the Asitzbahn or Steinbergbahn up to the top station (lift ticket required!). 
Following the Asitztrail (or alternatively the forest road) to the Schönleitenhütte, the route alternates 
between uphill and downhill, leads past the Jahnhütte and Örgenbauernalm to the Berggasthof Biberg. 
Here you can enjoy the magnificent panorama on one of the most beautiful mountains in the region 
and indulge in some culinary treats before tackling the descent towards Leogang. The last few kilome-
ters back to the starting point can then be completed quite comfortably.  
  
Distance: 31.8 km   
Duration: approx. 3:30 h   
Ascent: 640 m   
Descent: 1.570 m 
 
 
 
 
 
Fieberbrunn - difficult 
The "Hennerleiter" - Gerstbodenalm round-tour poses a challenge even for the most toned calves but 
rewards riders with shady forest passages, a small waterfall, wonderful panoramic views, and delicious 
snacks. From Gasthof Eiserne Hand in Fieberbrunn, riders follow the course of the stream into the 
Hörndlinger Graben. The first stop is at the "Schreienden Brunnen", a small waterfall. Via the so-called 
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"Hennerleiter", the route leads up several steep serpentines to the Gerstbodenalm and on towards 
the Wetterkreuz chairlift valley station in Saalbach. A little further uphill and then, after an enjoyable 
descent, you are spoilt for choice: stop off at the Spielberghaus or continue cycling for a few minutes 
to the Burgeralm? Both options pay off! From the Burgeralm, take the forest road back to the starting 
point. 
  
Distance: 21 km  
Duration: approx. 4 h  
Ascent/Descent: 870 m 
 

 

Gravel biking in the Alps 
 
Gravel biking in Austria's largest bike region? The region, so far primarily known as a mountain bike 
destination, turns out to be an absolute insider’s tip for gravel bikers. The new discipline is the evolu-
tion of cyclo-cross bikes towards longer tours and fills the niche between road bikes and mountain 
bikes, delighting endurance-focused cyclists who don't want to be limited to paved roads. As the first 
tourism region in Austria, Saalbach Hinterglemm Leogang Fieberbrunn has now also dedicates itself 
to gravel bikes and thus adds another stone to the mosaic that is Austria's largest bike region. 
 
Gravel biking means freedom, performance, adventure, and fun. Far away from paved roads, gravel 
biking is an experience as individual as the rider him or herself. Whether you’re touring with over-
night bags or you’re after fast off-road laps on gravel roads and forest paths or just a leisurely explor-
atory tour, gravel biking is more than a new, trendy discipline. It’s a lifestyle. And this lifestyle is now 
here. 
 
The small but subtle difference between a gravel bike and a road bike. 
While a road bike pretty much confines you to asphalt roads, the less aggressive geometry and the 
profile of the tires of a gravel bike equal freedom, riding pleasure, adventure and experiencing nature 
off the beaten track. The area around Saalbach Hinterglemm Leogang Fieberbrunn is a true gravel road 
paradise with a wide variety of touring options. 
 
Tour suggestion: Two-day gravel tour through Austria’s largest bike region 
This round-tour can be started from either Saalbach Hinterglemm, Saalfelden, Leogang or Fieberbrunn 
and, depending on the rider’s fitness level, can be completed in one or two days. This scenic tour across 
a whole variety of terrain is 88.5 km long and includes 2,585 vertical meters of climbing. 
 
Details on the tour can be found here. 
 

E-MTB – pleasure biking & culinary delights 
 
By gondola and e-bike to the most beautiful summits of Saalbach Hinterglemm. 
Saalbach Hinterglemm is considered a true biking El Dorado. 400 km of mountain bike trails, which are 
also available to E-bikers without restrictions, and over 40 huts with traditional culinary treats make 
the region the perfect destination for e-bikers. Marked routes and six lifts with bike transport offer the 
possibility to explore the mountains effortlessly whilst enjoying the unique landscape. 
 
Tour tip: BIG (E)PIC 

https://www.saalfelden-leogang.com/de/tour/2-tages-graveltour-rund-um-die-groesste-bikeregion-oesterreichs_62308683#dmdtab=oax-tab3
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This 55km-long tour features sensational views, numerous opportunities for brakes and local food, five 
charging stations and some seriously fun trails. Should the tour end up being too long after all, there’s 
plenty of opportunities to take shortcuts back down into the valley. 
 
Culinary E-Bike Pleasure Tour in Saalfelden Leogang 
Affectionately designed farm shops, a self-service station for organic vegetables and a schnapps dis-
tillery that also produces gin and vodka. These are all stops on the e-bike pleasure tour. The route is 
equally suited for e-bike veterans and beginners. The key thing is that cyclists have time to enjoy a 
delightful ride. There are plenty of bike services available in the area. By the way, a refreshing change 
to the numerous food-related stops is a dip in the Ritzensee lake. 
 
The Culinary E-Mountain Bike Tour round at Fieberbrunn 
No matter how many gears a bike is equipped with, on the Culinary E-Bike Tour, three of them count 
first and foremost. Every Tuesday, one of the culinary tours starts. These tours are offered in several 
variations across the beautiful landscape of the Pillerseetal. Along the way, the smell of first-class 
KochArt restaurants that put a particular emphasis on seasonal and regional dishes, entices you to 
keep going. At the first stop, the starter and main course are served; at the second, the dessert. Don't 
worry, you can always get back on your bike and shift up a gear!  After all, you're on an e-bike, and 
enjoyment comes first! The guided tour, including a guide and 3-course menu, costs 49 Euros per 
person (excluding drinks and bike rental). 
 
Bike & Hike Tour with a picnic at the Bergsee in Fieberbrunn 
The early rise is worth it! And the tour to the Grießenbodenalm in Fieberbrunn is even more so. 
Equipped with a basket full of homemade products, you cycle to a glistening mountain lake amongst 
beautiful Alpine pastures. Enjoy not only the genuine taste of homemade products but also the won-
derful peace and tranquility! Further along this tour, it is best to leave your bike at the Wildalmen, 
where the Wildalm cheese shop offers cheese tasting. You can also purchase cheese and watch nos-
talgic tourism films and gaze at photographs from Fieberbrunn in the smallest cinema on the moun-
tain. Thanks to electric support, your calves are still spared up here, and nothing stands in the way of 
a hike to the Wildseelodersee lake! It takes just under 30 minutes on foot to reach the legendary 
mountain lake, which is nestled between the peaks of Wildseeloder (2,118) and Henne (2,077).  
 
 

THE CHALLENGE, bike your limit 
 
"THE CHALLENGE - Bike your limit" is the name of the new mountain tour challenge in Austria's larg-
est bike region that only the fittest can achieve. Who will manage to ride the entire area around Saal-
bach Hinterglemm Leogang Fieberbrunn in one day? You must conquer seven mountains in "THE 
CHALLENGE" with the help of seven lifts. Be prepared for pure trail pleasure in Saalbach Hinterglemm 
and challenging bike park lines in Leogang. However, Fieberbrunn, known for its enjoyable biking, will 
make your calves burn on this tour. 
 
You can start the tour in any of the three towns. If you start THE CHALLENGE in Saalbach, you can use 
the Schattberg X-press to get to the Schattberg Sprinter via the top trail section of the X-Line, which 
takes you to the start of the legendary Hacklberg Trail. If you start in Hinterglemm, you can use the 
Westgipfelbahn for the ascent. Via the Hacklberg Trail and Buchegg Trail, you will reach the 12-per-
son KOGEL lift. The Z-Line leads from the middle station back down into the valley. After a few hun-
dred meters through the center of Hinterglemm, you come to the Reiterkogel lift, where the Blue or 
Pro Line is waiting for you. The cycle path leads you back to Saalbach and through the village center 
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to the Kohlmaisbahn. From the mountain station, you make your way along the Spielbergbach 
stream to Fieberbrunn, where your legs and stamina will be challenged, but you will be rewarded 
with an incomparable view of the stunning scenery. After you have taken the Streuböden gondola up 
to the middle station - which is also the starting point for your tour if you start in Fieberbrunn- The 
Schweinestberg Trail, newly built in the summer of 2021, awaits you and leads you back down into 
the valley. Once you have reached the bottom, you'll be faced with a 16 km long cycle path with 200 
meters of elevation. "No challenge for me!" you say? It is because time is breathing down your neck 
to finish the whole tour on the same day. Arriving or starting in Leogang, you take the Asitzbahn up 
to the mountain station. If you arrive here in the early afternoon, you can count yourself among the 
fastest bikers in the region and even have time to complete one or two descents in the Epic Bikepark 
Leogang. Those who choose Leogang as their starting point for THE CHALLENGE should not spend too 
long in the bike park, however, as the tour can only be completed in just under a day. From the Asitz-
bahn mountain station, you must head up to the summit and over the rooted trail to Kohlmais. The 
flowing Panorama Trail and Monti Trail await you here. The end of the tour is your starting point, and 
if you were able to master THE CHALLENGE, you definitely deserve an after-ride beer in the bike-
friendly restaurants and bars where you can park your bike in sight without worrying and let the day 
come to an end.  
 
Are you ready for the “THE CHALLENGE”? 
 
Everyone who successfully completes THE CHALLENGE will receive a small reward at the valley sta-
tions of the lifts and will end up in the lottery draw for the following prizes at the end of the season: 

• 1 x 1-week holiday in Austria's largest bike region incl. bike  

• 2 x bike tickets for one week 

• 3 x bike tickets for one day 

 
Events 
 

MERCEDES-BENZ UCI MOUNTAINBIKE CROSS-COUNTRY & DOWNHILL  
WORLDCUP 
10. – 12. JUNE 2022 

The Bikepark Leogang has been hosting Downhill World Cups for over 10 years and this summer, Aus-
tria's largest biking region will once again host a variety of exciting events. From 10. to 12. June 2022, 
the Mountain Bike World Cup will once again make a stop in Saalfelden Leogang. The world's best 
athletes will compete here in the disciplines Cross-Country Olympic, Short Track and Downhill. 
 

mtb-weltcup.at 

 
 
GLOBAL BIKE FESTIVAL BY GCN 
16. – 19. JUNE 2022 
 
In summer 2022, a new chapter for bike enthusiasts will begin in Saalbach. The Global Bike Festival is 
a unique bike experience hosted by the biggest bike and mountainbike channels in the world: GCN, 
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GMBN and EMBN. In addition to road cycling, mountain, gravel and e-bike tours, there are numerous 
side events such as live shows, speeches, discussions and master classes. 
 

globalbikefestival.com 

 
 
 
GLEMMRIDE BIKE FESTIVAL 
07. – 10. JULY 2022 
 
The GlemmRide Bike Festival is going into its sixth round from 7. to 10. July 2022. The bike Eldorado 
Saalbach Hinterglemm will then finally again be the venue for the legendary bike festival with big air 
shows, downhill, expo and a unique programme of side events. Numerous exhibitors will present 
their latest equipment for testing and admiring, while the finest DJ sound and live acts of various 
genres will ensure a great atmosphere on the entire festival site on all four days. 

 
saalbach.com/de/events/glemmride 

 
 
 
 

WORLD GAMES OF MOUNTAINBIKING 
08. – 11. SEPTEMBER 2022 
 
From 8 to 11 September 2022, amateur bikers and licensed riders will compete for the titles of World 
Games Champions for the 23rd time.  The athletes will give their all on the five marathon distances 
of the legendary World Games course. In the Cross Country competition around Hinterglemm, the 
starting field will be challenged in four runs. Youngsters really step on the gas at the Junior Trophy. 
 

saalbach.com/de/events/worldgames 
 
 

 
BIKE FESTIVAL SAALFELDEN LEOGANG 
16. – 18. SEPTEMBER 2022 
 
From 16 to 18 September 2022, visitors at the BIKE Festival in Saalfelden Leogang can find out about 
the latest innovations in the bike scene and test the latest bikes including accessories. There will also 
be a varied workshop and touring programme with the stars of the scene. Admission is free. 
 

leogang.bike-festival.de 
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media.saalbach.com 
 

further info under 

bike.saalbach.com 
 

http://media.saalbach.com/
https://bike.saalbach.com/de/bike

